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Abstract

The Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) is among the largest renewable energy man-

dates in the world. The policy is enforced using tradeable credits that implicitly sub-

sidize biofuels and tax fossil fuels. The RFS relies on these taxes and subsidies to

be passed through to consumers to stimulate demand for biofuels and decrease de-

mand for gasoline and diesel. We study pass-through of the RFS subsidy for E85,

a high-ethanol blend fuel, to retail fuel prices using weekly prices from over 450 fuel

stations in the U.S. We find that, on average, half to three-quarters of the E85 subsidy

is passed-through to consumers. However, pass-through takes six to eight weeks, and

station-level pass-through rates exhibit substantial heterogeneity, with the retailers’

market structure influencing both the speed and level of pass-through.

JEL Codes: Q42, Q58, H23
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1 Introduction

Cost pass-through and related studies of tax incidence have gained renewed interest among

policymakers and economists with the increasing prevalence of environmental and energy

policies that regulate upstream firms. The policies leverage the microeconomic principle

that when markets are competitive, economic and statutory incidence are independent. This

insight allows policymakers to specify a handful of firms as obligated parties rather than

regulate thousands of downstream producers or millions of consumers. In the context of

climate change policies, many current and proposed regulations explicitly or implicitly tax

upstream fossil fuel emissions and subsidize renewable energy production. Despite the success

of these policies critically relying on pass-through of these costs and subsidies to downstream

users, rigorous empirical studies of their downstream impacts have just recently emerged.

This paper studies pass-through of tradeable compliance credits prices under the U.S.

Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) to retail prices of a high-ethanol blend fuel, E85. The RFS

is a long-standing program that seeks to transform the transportation fuel sector. The policy

was passed in its current form in 2007 and aims to displace a substantial portion of the U.S.

fuel supply with biofuels by 2022. The program is administered using a tradeable credit

system whereby upstream biofuel producers generate credits (known as RINs) in proportion

to their biofuel production. RINs must either be produced or purchased by obligated parties,

oil refiners and fuel importers, to meet their compliance obligations. Thus, a binding mandate

subsidizes biofuels and taxes gasoline and diesel in proportion to RIN prices.

Regulated parties met their compliance obligations in the early years of the RFS with

relative ease. However, meeting current and future targets is costly due to the saturation of

ethanol in conventional fuel blends. Since 2013, regulated parties have relied on increased

sales of high-blend fuels like E85 to meet the RFS mandates. These fuels typically require

both adapted vehicles and dedicated distribution networks. Thus, the policy must stimu-

late demand for fuels like E85 by making them sufficiently price competitive to overcome

the network barriers currently inhibiting their adoption (Pouliot and Babcock, 2014). Put

simply, for the RFS to work as intended, the subsidy value reflected in RINS needs to lower

E85 prices sufficiently to spur widespread adoption of the fuel.
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When markets are competitive, pass-through depends on relative supply and demand

elasticities (Jenkin, 1872). Both the incidence as well as the statutory and economic inde-

pendence of taxes and subsidies change if markets are imperfectly competitive (Buchanan,

1969; Weyl and Fabinger, 2013). Imperfect competition may be a concern in our setting.

For the RIN taxes and subsidy to impact retail prices, they must be passed through from

oil refiners and biofuel producers to regional blending terminals, and finally to retail fuel

stations. Each of these layers of the fuel supply chain has been the subject of both aca-

demic and regulatory inquiries for anti-competitive behavior (Borenstein and Shepard, 2002;

Borenstein et al., 2004; Hastings, 2004).

In this paper, we take advantage of policy-induced variation in historical RIN prices

and fluctuations in energy prices to estimate pass-through of the E85 subsidy and wholesale

fuel costs to retail E85 prices using data from over 450 fueling stations in Iowa, Illinois, and

Minnesota between 2013 and 2016. The paper has three main findings. First, on average half

to three-quarters of the E85 subsidy is passed through to retail fuel prices, while wholesale

fuel costs are fully passed-through. However, pass-through has increased over time, and we

cannot reject the hypothesis that pass-through is, on average, complete since 2015. Second,

subsidy pass-through takes six to eight weeks, while wholesale cost pass-through occurs

more quickly. Third, we find substantial heterogeneity in pass-through rates across stations.

Branded stations and stations in more isolated E85 markets have lower and slower subsidy

pass-through, even after controlling for fixed characteristics of the stations.

The first finding is important because other work using aggregate price data and a more

limited geographic sample finds low RIN pass-through to E85 prices (Knittel et al., 2017;

Li and Stock, 2017). Critics of the RFS point to low RIN pass-through as a significant

1Valero, a large oil refiner and ethanol producer, along with other refining companies petitioned the

Environmental Protection Agency to move the obligated parties under the RFS to wholesale fuel terminal

owners. While the petition was primarily motivated by concerns that RIN costs were not fully passed-through

to wholesale gasoline prices (Krauss, 2016), the company also argued that refiners should not be obligated

parties as they are unable to “affect the amount of renewable fuels blended and sold to consumers” (Voegele,

2016). The company cites that among the most significant barriers to increasing renewable fuels is limited

RIN pass-through.
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policy failure.1 The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – the enforcing agency – also

cites incomplete pass-through as a key barrier to expanding ethanol use in the United States

(Environmental Protection Agency, 2016). If RIN pass-through is low, future compliance

costs will be higher than currently anticipated, sales of large volumes of E85 may be infeasible,

and previous estimates of the distributional impacts of the policy would be misstated. Our

work suggests that, in markets with sufficient retail E85 competition, the market mechanism

underlying the RFS operates largely as intended, particularly since 2015. However, spurring

demand for E85 through the RIN mechanism may be more costly in less contested markets

as a portion of the RIN subsidy is likely captured by parties upstream of consumers.

Our second and third findings are broadly consistent with previous literature. Delayed

cost pass-through is a common finding in retail fuel markets. Previous work has found that

complete pass-through of upstream oil and wholesale costs takes four to six weeks, a similar

time profile to our findings (Borenstein et al., 1997; Lewis and Noel, 2011; Lewis, 2011).

We also document significant heterogeneity in pass-through rates across stations, consistent

with some stations exercising market power. In particular, we find that stations that are far

from competitors that offer E85 exhibit slower and 10% to 20% lower subsidy pass-through

than stations in more contested markets. In addition, stations affiliated with large, vertically

integrated refiners have lower subsidy pass-through than unbranded stations, while major

gasoline retailers have higher subsidy pass-through rates.

Our work contributes first to the literature studying market impacts of the RFS. Previous

work has estimated demand for E85 and the role of government in increasing demand for

alternative fuels, as well as alternative fuel vehicles and fueling infrastructure (Corts, 2010;

Anderson, 2012; Langer and McRae, 2014; Liu and Greene, 2015; Pouliot and Babcock, 2017).

More recent empirical work has studied RIN cost drivers, and the impact of RIN prices on

refiners’ markups and profitability (Lade et al., 2016; Burkhardt, 2016). Knittel et al. (2017),

building on Burkholder (2015), study RIN pass-through to bulk wholesale and retail prices.

The authors find that while the RIN gasoline and diesel tax are fully and immediately passed

through to bulk wholesale prices, little of the RIN subsidy is passed through to retail E85

prices. Our paper is also closely related to work by Li and Stock (2017). The authors study
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RIN pass-through to retail E85 prices using monthly, station level data from Minnesota. The

authors find 35% RIN subsidy pass-through, on average, with higher pass-through rates at

stations in more contested markets. Our study is both distinct from and complements this

work. While our data include fewer stations in Minnesota, our broader geographic coverage

allows us to confirm that E85 subsidy pass-through is systematically higher in more contested

markets in two additional states. We also have access to weekly, compared to monthly, data.

The higher-frequency allows us to trace the responsiveness of retail E85 prices to changes

in upstream costs over time. Methodologically, we highlight the importance of allowing for

differential dynamic retail price adjustment to upstream wholesale and RIN cost shocks. We

also complement work by Pouliot et al. (2017). The authors study RIN pass-through at

wholesale fuel terminals. While we are unable to definitively disentangle the source of low

pass-through in our study, our finding that pass-through is high in contested markets implies

that RIN pass-through at wholesale terminals is also high in these markets. Consistent with

this, Pouliot et al. (2017) find that RIN pass-through to wholesale E85 is largely complete

in the Midwest.

Last, our work contributes to a large literature studying cost pass-through in energy-

intensive industries. Previous work has studied whether supply conditions affect fuel tax

incidence (Muehlegger and Marion, 2011) and the distributional impacts of taxes and their

interaction with local market structure (Alm et al., 2009; Stolper, 2017). Less work has ex-

amined the impact of compliance credit costs on energy prices. Exceptions include Fabra and

Reguant (2014) and Hintermann (2016), who study allowance cost pass-through to wholesale

electricity prices under the European Union’s Emissions Trading System (EU-ETS). Others

have used historical variation in upstream energy costs, taking advantage of cross-sectional

and temporal variation in the competitiveness of industries to study the relationship between

cost pass-through and market structure in energy-intensive industries (Ganapati et al., 2016;

Bushnell and Humber, 2017; Miller et al., 2017). While these studies are useful in under-

standing potential impacts of a carbon tax, they likely cannot explain the full downstream

effects of cap and trade programs, intensity standards, and fuel mandates due to the his-

torical volatility of compliance credit prices. Compliance credit markets are impacted by

political, regulatory, and economic uncertainty, and these sources have important impacts
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on compliance credit prices.2 We show that short-run dynamics are important. An increase

in the E85 subsidy is not fully reflected in retail prices for six to eight weeks.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a background on the Renewable Fuel

Standard. We describe key policy developments since 2013, their impacts on RIN markets,

and their corresponding impact on the value of the E85 subsidy. The section also describes

the data used in our analysis. Section 3 describes our empirical strategy and presents our

results. We also explore the impacts of market structure on pass-through, study the evolu-

tion of pass-through over time, compare our results to those of similar studies, and discuss

extensions and the robustness of our results. We conclude in Section 4 with a discussion of

our findings, limitations of the current analysis, and directions for future research.

2 Policy Background and Data Sources

The Renewable Fuel Standard was established by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, which

set modest biofuel blending mandates. Congress significantly expanded the program in

2007 with the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA), both increasing the original

mandates and establishing sub-mandates for advanced biofuels, biomass-based diesel, and

2Examples of compliance credit volatility due to political and regulatory events include: a sharp run-

up and subsequent collapse in SO2 allowance prices following the passage and eventual vacation of new

standards for the pollutant (Hitaj and Stocking, 2016); the fall of EU-ETS allowance prices after regulated

parties discovered that permits were over-allocated in the first phase of the program (Hintermann, 2010;

Bushnell et al., 2013); the fall of tradeable credit prices for California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard after a

court decision to delay implementation of the regulation (Yeh et al., 2016); and volatility in the RFS RINs

market following the EPAs decision to relax the mandates on several occasions (Lade et al., 2016).
3Biofuels are ‘advanced’ if their life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions are at least 50% below a threshold set

by the EPA. The biomass-based diesel and cellulosic ethanol mandates are nested within the advanced biofuel

mandate, and the advanced biofuel mandate is nested within the total biofuel mandate. Thus, every gallon

of qualifying cellulosic or biomass-based diesel fuel counts towards its own mandate, the advanced biofuel

mandate, and the total biofuel mandate. Other advanced biofuels, primarily Brazilian sugarcane ethanol,

count towards the advanced biofuel mandate and the total biofuel mandate. Non-advanced biofuels, mainly

corn ethanol, count only towards the total biofuel mandate.
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Figure 1: E85 Market and RIN Payments

cellulosic ethanol.3 While EISA specifies volumetric blending targets, the EPA enforces the

law by setting fractional standards for each biofuel category. Each year, the EPA divides the

volumetric mandates by projected U.S. gasoline and diesel sales from the Energy Information

Administration. Regulated parties determine their compliance obligations by multiplying

their gasoline and diesel sales by the fractional standards.

The RFS is enforced using tradeable compliance credits (RINs). Figure 1 presents a

stylized depiction of the market for gasoline, ethanol, and E85 in the U.S. and illustrates

the operation of RIN markets. Upstream firms produce gasoline and ethanol at cost g and

eE100, respectively. They sell the fuels to regional terminals where they are blended into E85

and sold to retail stations. Under the RFS, every gallon of qualifying biofuel also generates

a RIN with value PRIN .4 RINs are separated and sold after ethanol has been blended for

final consumption by fuel terminals. To comply with the RFS, oil refiners must either blend

biofuels or purchase RINs in proportion to their gasoline and diesel sales. At the end of

each compliance period, refiners must turn into the EPA RINS equivalent to their prorated

4While not depicted here for simplicity, RINs are differentiated by biofuel type to enforce each sub-

mandate. The RINs categories are (i) D6 RINs, generated mainly by corn ethanol; (ii) D5 RINs, generated

by advanced biofuels; and (iii) D4 RINs, generated by biomass-based diesel. Firms also generate D3 RINs

by producing cellulosic ethanol. Because little cellulosic ethanol has been produced to date, the D3 RIN

market is illiquid and therefore is not considered in this paper.
5For example, suppose the EPA sets a 10% total biofuel mandate with a 2% sub-mandate for advanced

biofuel. For every one hundred gallons of gasoline and diesel sales, refiners must purchase ten RINs, of which

at least two RINs must be D5 or D4 RINs. The remaining eight RINs are allowed to be D6 RINs.
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portion of the mandate, known as their renewable volume obligation (RVO).5 Thus, the

policy subsidizes biofuels and taxes gasoline and diesel (Lapan and Moschini, 2012).

Due to technical and regulatory restrictions, fuel providers cannot blend ethanol into

gasoline in continuous intervals. The most common ethanol-gasoline blends are E10 (10%

ethanol-gasoline blend) and E85 (51%-83% ethanol-gasoline blend).6 Before 2013 the fuel

industry was able to comply with the RFS by switching gasoline sold in most markets from

E0 (pure gasoline) to E10. By 2013, little E0 was sold in the U.S. (Energy Information

Agency, 2016). In 2014, the EISA mandates began to require greater volumes of ethanol

than could be consumed with a national E10 blend. This barrier, referred to as the ‘blend

wall,’ leaves the industry with two main compliance options. First, the industry can increase

E85 sales. Second, the industry can increase biomass-based diesel sales, which faces less

restrictive blending constraints. Both options are costly and require high RIN prices. The

latter is expensive due to high feedstock and production costs, while the former requires E85

prices to be low relative to E10 prices to spur its demand, increase investments in FFVs,

and increase the number of stations offering the fuel (Babcock and Pouliot, 2017).

2.1 2014-2016 RFS Mandates and RIN Markets

Before 2013, RINs traded below $0.10/gal, reflecting the fuel industry’s ability to easily

comply with the mandates by phasing in E10 across the country. Low RIN prices and

mandate volumes ensured compliance obligations represented a small cost to refiners. This

changed in early 2013 as it became apparent that the mandates would exceed the blend

wall. RIN prices rose rapidly, and industry pressure rose in tandem as RFS compliance

costs increased. The EPA responded to concerns of potentially harmful impacts of high

RIN prices in its 2013 final rule, stating that it would likely set the 2014 mandates below

statutory levels. The announcement caused RIN prices to collapse. A subsequent Reuters

6The EPA also allows E15 sales (10.5% to 15% ethanol-gasoline blend). However, E15 is only approved

for use in vehicles produced after 2001, and cannot be sold in the summertime in many states due to Reid

Vapor Pressure requirements. As such, E15 sales constituted less than 0.5% of all fuel sales in 2015 and 2016

(Energy Information Agency, 2016).
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article revealed that the proposed 2014 levels would not only be below statutory levels but

below 2013 levels. This caused RIN prices to fall further. The subsequently proposed rule

was released in November 2013, at which point RIN markets bottomed out.7

The 2014 proposed rule set off a prolonged period of stakeholder feedback and regulatory

delay. EPA did not release a final rule until May 2015, when it issued a joint proposal

for 2014, 2015, and 2016. In the rule, the EPA increased the mandates relative to the 2013

proposed rule; however, the levels remained lower than the industry expected as evidenced by

the sharp decrease in RIN prices following its release (Irwin and Good, 2015). Subsequently,

in November 2015 the EPA finalized the 2014, 2015, and 2016 mandates, increasing the

total biofuel requirements slightly from the levels proposed in May 2015. The increases were

meaningful, placing the mandates above the blend wall. RIN prices responded and increased

rapidly. In May 2016, the EPA released its proposed rule for 2017, further increasing the

mandates beyond the blend wall. This again caused RIN prices to rise rapidly, and prices

continued to climb until the end of our observation period in June 2016.

2.2 RIN Prices and the E85 Subsidy

We construct our measure of the E85 subsidy, defined as the value of the separated RIN from

wholesale ethanol upon blending, using RIN prices reported by the Oil Price Information

Service (OPIS). We assume that every blended gallon of ethanol generates a D6 RIN, i.e., is

corn ethanol.8 For ease of exposition, we write the subsidy as a negative tax such that:

τE100 = −PD6.

Despite its name, E85 seldom contains as much as 85% ethanol. E85 contains between

51% and 83% ethanol by volume, and blending rates vary geographically and by season

(Energy Information Agency, 2016). We use season- and state-specific blend rates published

7See Lade et al. (2016) for a more detailed account of the EPA announcements over this period and their

impacts on RIN prices, commodity markets, and stock prices of publicly traded biofuels firms.
8The value does not change substantively if we assume a portion of ethanol is advanced since D5 and

D6 RIN prices were close to one another over our sample period.
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by ASTM International, an organization that sets fuel quality specifications in the U.S.9

Letting BE85
j denote ethanol’s E85 blend rate in season j, our measure of the E85 RIN

subsidy is:

τE85 = BE85
j τE100. (1)

For example, if the RIN price is $1.00 and the ethanol blend rate is 75%, the RIN subsidy

is $0.75/gal.10

2.3 Retail E85 and Wholesale Price Data

Publicly available retail E85 price data are sparse. Knittel et al. (2017) use a national

average retail E85 price reported by AAA. The Department of Energy’s (DOE) Alternative

Fuels Data Center (AFDC) publishes regional average E85 prices through its Clean Cities

Alternative Fuel Price Report; however, the reports are only published three to four times

per year. Other crowd-sourced websites such as E85Prices.com report price data; however,

station-level time series are difficult to construct, the quality of the data are difficult to

verify, and coverage of stations in many states is limited (Jessen, 2015).

We purchased daily, station-level E85 prices from Iowa, Illinois, and Minnesota from

OPIS for January 2013 through June 2016.11 Figure 2 maps the location of stations included

in our analysis in orange diamonds and green circles along with the locations of all other

stations reported as selling E85 by the AFDC in hollow diamonds. While OPIS has relatively

extensive regular, mid-grade, and premium coverage, its E85 price reporting is less reliable,

particularly in markets where the fuel is new. We chose the three states because E85 price

9ASTM ethanol content requirements for Summer, Spring/Fall, and Winter blends for Iowa, Minnesota,

and Illinois are largely uniform. Summer blends must contain a minimum of 79% ethanol, Spring and Fall

blends 74%, and winter blends 70%. See Alleman (2011) for a more detailed discussion of E85 blending in

the U.S., and evidence that actual blending follows relatively close to ASTM standards.
10We tested the sensitivity of our results using two other specifications for BE85

j . First, we assumed that

all E85 contains 74% ethanol as in Knittel et al. (2017). Second, we use average blend rates reported by

Iowa Renewable Fuel Association. Results do not change appreciably to either robustness check.
11OPIS records gasoline prices from over 140,000 stations in the U.S. OPIS records prices through fleet

credit card transactions, direct feeds from stations, and phone surveys.
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coverage is most reliable in the Midwest.

Figure 2: E85 Stations in Iowa, Illinois, and Minnesota

Notes: The figure graphs the location of all E85 stations reported by DOE’s AFDC and OPIS from 2013-

2016. Black hollow diamonds are stations in the AFDC data only; orange diamonds are stations in both the

OPIS and AFDC databases; and green circles are stations in the OPIS but not the AFDC database.

The data have several limitations. First, many stations report prices infrequently. As

such, we collapse the data to average weekly prices, where stations have fewer reporting

gaps. Second, OPIS reports prices for only a subset of E85 stations. The DOE claims to

12As of July 2016, AFDC reported that 2,797 stations offered E85, of which 735 (over 25%) were in Iowa,

Illinois, or Minnesota.
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maintain a comprehensive list of alternative fueling stations through its Alternative Fuels

Data Center.12 After restricting our sample to stations that report prices for more than

16 weeks, our data contain 451 stations, just over half of the E85 stations that the AFDC

reports are in the region.13,14 Third, stations that report prices to OPIS may be different

from those that do not. While we have relatively broad coverage in metropolitan areas

(Minneapolis, Des Moines, and Chicago), our coverage in rural areas is more sparse.15

We merge the retail price data with state-average, weekly wholesale ethanol and gasoline

prices, also purchased from OPIS. OPIS records wholesale prices from all major wholesale

fuel distributors in the U.S. Discussions with industry groups and a major terminal operator

in the Midwest revealed that most E85 is splash blended at terminals. That is, instead

of purchasing E85 from wholesale terminals, fuel tanker trucks buy pure ethanol and sub-

octane gasoline and blend them in their trucks before distributing the fuel to retail stations.16

As such, we use the OPIS series for ‘pure ethanol with RIN’ and ‘conventional sub-octane

regular gasoline’ to construct our state average wholesale E85 costs as:

ēE85
s,t = BE85

j ēE100
s,t + (1−BE85

j )ḡs,t,

13In our final sample, stations report prices on average for 94 weeks, and 68 stations report prices for

more than 130 weeks.
14Some industry groups have raised concerns over DOE’s coverage of E85 stations (Jessen, 2015). In our

data, 36 of our 451 stations do not appear in the AFDC database. Incomplete coverage is important as we

use the AFDC and OPIS station list to construct our measures of E85 station density. To our knowledge,

the OPIS and AFDC datasets represent the most complete list of E85 stations available.
15We test the sensitivity of our results in Appendix B to using different subsets of the data, ensuring

that differential rural-urban pricing strategies do not drive our results. Nonetheless, the selection remains a

concern in interpreting our results.
16‘Sub-octane’ gasoline refers to the octane rating being below the limit required for use in vehicles.

Because ethanol has a high octane level, many refiners now produce 84 octane gasoline. After the fuel is

blended as E10 or higher, the blended fuel meets octane standards for vehicles (mostly 87 octane).
17Figure 1 over-simplifies several aspects of E85 markets. Not all E85 sales occur through wholesale

terminals. Some ethanol plants purchase gasoline and blend E85 for direct sale to retailers. This, along with
using state-average wholesale prices, induces measurement error in our wholesale prices. Our E85 subsidy

may also be measured with error if OPIS RIN prices do not reflect the value fuel individual providers and

blenders receive for RINs. While we do not explicitly account for this in our main empirical results, we use

an instrumental variables strategy that would correct for classical measurement error in Appendix B.
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where ēE100
s,t is the state-average pure ethanol price for state s in week t, ḡs,t is the state-

average sub-octane gasoline price, and BE85
j is the ASTM E85 blending standard.17

We use two measures of retail markets structure. First, we study whether pass-through

varies by stations’ ownership type, testing whether stations affiliated with vertically inte-

grated oil companies (branded majors) or major independent retail chains (major retailers)

exhibit differential pass-through. These ownership measures are commonly used in the liter-

ature studying retail gasoline market power (Hastings, 2004; Stolper, 2017). The literature

on retail gasoline competition also finds that stations compete in highly localized markets

(Houde, 2012; Langer and McRae, 2014). To capture this, our second measure of market

structure is the distance to the nearest competitor station offering E85.

Table 1 and Figure 3 summarize our data. On average, E85 prices were $2.21/gal.

E85 prices exhibit substantial spatial and temporal variation, ranging from $1.08/gal to

$4.17/gal. Prices at branded major stations, representing a quarter of our sample, are

$0.12/gal higher on average than at other stations. Almost 60% of our sample are from

major retail stations, who have lower than average E85 prices. We also observe a broad

range of distances to stations’ nearest competitor. Stations are on average less than 7 miles

away from a competitor, but the distance varies from 0.02 miles to over 100 miles.18 Prices

are somewhat higher at stations >10 miles from a competitor. The average E85 subsidy was

$0.44/gal, but ranged from $0.05 to $1.10/gal. This highlights a key difference between our

setting and fuel tax pass-through studies. Tax changes occur infrequently and are typically

small and discrete. In contrast, the E85 subsidy exhibits substantial volatility, especially

around key policy developments.

18Only one station located in north central Minnesota is 100 miles from its nearest competitor. The next

furthest distance is 35 miles. All results are similar if we drop the outlier.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

E85 ($/gal): 2.21 0.56 1.08 4.17 29,938

Branded Major ($/gal) 2.33 0.61 1.2 4.17 6,919

Major Retailer ($/gal) 2.15 0.52 1.08 3.76 17,246

> 10 Miles to Competitor ($/gal) 2.25 0.57 1.20 3.70 6,994

E85 Subsidy ($/gal) -0.44 0.16 -1.10 -0.05 29,938

Wholesale E85 ($/gal) 2.00 0.52 1.25 3.43 29,938

Wholesale Sub-Octane Gasoline ($/gal) 2.08 0.71 0.80 3.64 29,938

Wholesale Ethanol ($/gal) 1.97 0.46 1.40 3.67 29,938

Branded Major (Indicator) 0.23 0.42 0 1 29,938

Major Retailer (Indicator) 0.58 0.49 0 1 29,938

Minimum Distance to Competitor (miles) 6.86 8.68 0.02 103.23 29,938

Figure 3: E85 Subsidy and E85 Prices
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Notes: Figure 3a graphs the E85 subsidy and the timing of key RFS policy developments. The events are:

(1) 2013 Final Rule; (2) Leaked 2014 Proposed Rule; (3) 2014 Proposed Rule; (4) 2014-2016 Proposed Rule;

(5) 2014-2016 Final Rule; and (6) 2017 Proposed Rule. Figure 3b graphs the mean, 5th percentile, and 95th

percentile of the E85 prices in our sample of stations.
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3 Pass-Through to Retail E85 Prices

In this section, we discuss our identification strategy (Section 3.1). Given inconclusive re-

sults from stationarity and cointegration tests (Appendix A), we use multiple strategies to

ensure that our conclusions are not sensitive to whether the series do or do not exhibit a

stationary, long-run relationship. Section 3.2 presents our main results, discussing both long-

run and short-run pass-through. Section 3.3 tests whether local market structure impacts

pass-through, Section 3.4 tests for differential pass-through in the first- versus second-half

of our sample, Section 3.5 discusses the robustness of our results, and Section 3.6 seeks to

reconcile our findings with other work.

3.1 Empirical Strategy

Our objective is to estimate the long-run relationship and short-run dynamics between retail

E85 prices, wholesale costs, and the upstream RIN subsidy for the fuel. We are particularly

interested in whether, upon being detached from ethanol at the wholesale terminal, the RIN

subsidy value is reflected in retail prices. The simplest model is a linear OLS regression:19

Yit = αi + βe[eE85
i,t ] + βτ [τE85

t ] + εit, (2)

where Yit is the retail E85 price at station i in week t; αi is a station-specific markup; e85
it

is the station’s wholesale E85 cost; τE85,t is the E85 subsidy; and β are the pass-through

coefficients of interest. Estimating equation (2) is infeasible and potentially undesirable for

a number of reasons. First, we do not observe stations’ wholesale costs. Instead, we use

state-average wholesale prices such that e85
i,t = ē85

s,t for all stations i in state s. Equation

(2) also imposes restrictions on stations’ equilibrium price functions. Second, equation (2)

does not allow for lagged adjustment of retail prices to upstream cost shocks. For this, we

19The ethanol wholesale price index includes the RIN. Identifying the extent to which the RIN value from

ethanol is reflected in retail prices requires having sufficient independent variation in both wholesale E85

costs and the RIN subsidy. Variance inflation factors for wholesale E85 and the RIN subsidy are typically

around 5, well below conventional levels that warrant concern.
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estimate a cumulative dynamic multiplier (CDM) model, given by:

Yit = αi +
L−1∑
j=0

βj∆Xt−j + βLXt−L + γm + εit. (3)

where Xt = [ēE85
s,t ; τE85

t ] and γm are month-of-year fixed effects that account for seasonality

in station mark-ups. The coefficients βj are cumulative pass-through rates from X to retail

fuel prices after j ∈ [0, L] periods. So long as L is sufficiently large, βL represent long-run,

cumulative pass-through rates.

We also estimate a first-differences CDM model to ensure that our results are not sensitive

to whether the variables are non-stationarity. The specification is:

∆Yit = α +
L−1∑
j=0

βj∆
2Xt−j + βL∆Xt−L + γm + εit. (4)

As before, the coefficients βj are cumulative pass-through rates after j periods.

Equations (2)-(4) assume that stations’ prices are not a function of other stations’ prices.

If stations have market power, both the level and speed of pass-through may be affected. We

explore this using two strategies. First, we interact Xt with indicators of stations’ ownership

structures. Specifically, we interact Xt with indicators for whether a station is affiliated

with a vertically integrated refining company or a large independent gasoline retailer.20

Stations owned by branded majors often have centralized pricing strategies, and have been

the subject of previous market power studies (Borenstein et al., 2004; Hastings, 2004). Major

retailers may be of interest because many purchase ethanol and gasoline ‘above the rack’ (i.e.,

from refiners) and separate and market RINs themselves. Because of this, several market

participants have accused them of realizing ‘windfall’ profits from RINs.21

Second, we interact Xt with indicators for whether a station is greater than 10 miles

from its nearest competitor offering E85. The model is consistent with a Bertrand-Nash

20Stations are ‘branded majors’ if their gasoline brand is BP, Valero, ExxonMobil, Citgo, Marathon,

Cenex, Tesoro, or Phillips 66. We observe 118 branded major stations. Stations are ‘major retailers’ if their

store brand is Caseys, Fast Stop, Holiday, Kum and Go, Kwik Trip, Murphy USA, or Speedway. We observe

235 major retail stations.
21For example, see the letter from the Small Retailers Coalition to Janet McCabe, the Acting Assistant

Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation at EPA (Bill Douglas, 2016).
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equilibrium where stations compete in localized geographic markets (Pinkse et al., 2002),

and similar empirical strategies have been used in studies of cost pass-through in other

industries (e.g., Miller et al. (2017)). Because we include station fixed effects, identification

of differential pass-through comes from temporal variation in RIN and fuel prices as well

as the entry of new E85 stations. Importantly, our identification strategy does not rely on

time-invariant correlation between stations’ location decisions and local market conditions.

Despite this, our estimates may be biased if there exists unobserved, time-varying correlation

between our market structure measures and firms’ pricing residuals.22

The specifications above assume that contemporaneous and lagged RIN and wholesale

market prices, conditional on our control variables, are exogenous. The estimates are biased

if Xt are correlated with the error term εit. We believe this is not a significant concern.

After controlling for seasonality or when using our first differences specification, the primary

source of variation in RIN prices is policy developments. Wholesale gasoline prices are largely

determined by upstream oil costs that are set on the world market, and wholesale ethanol

prices are principally governed by feedstock supply conditions and E10 blending demand.

Because E85 constitutes a small share of the fuel market (<1%), local demand conditions

for E85 are unlikely to affect state-average ethanol prices. Nonetheless, Appendix B presents

results using an instrumental variables strategy that uses plausibly exogenous instruments

for wholesale fuel and RIN costs, and results are similar to our main findings.

While Yit are station-level prices, RIN prices are national and our wholesale cost esti-

mates are state averages. If stations respond similarly to changes in national or state aver-

age changes in Xt, panel-robust standard errors clustered at the station will be too small.

Heteroskedasticity is of particular importance in our setting because some large chains use

centralized pricing. To account for this, we estimate two-way clustered standard errors at

the station and year-month to flexibly allow for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity in

the residuals.23

22Another source of potential bias is our implicit assumption that pass-through is constant for each cost.

While constant pass-through is a common assumption in the literature, it holds only for a particular class

of demand systems (Bulow and Pfleiderer, 1983; Miller et al., 2017).

23Our inference is not sensitive to clustering at the corporation and year-month.
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Table 2: Long-Run E85 Cost Pass-Through

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

E85 Subsidy ($/gal) 0.478*** 0.521*** 0.785*** 0.623*** 0.770***

(0.103) (0.082) (0.063) (0.119) (0.110)

E85 Wholesale ($/gal) 0.973*** 0.997*** 0.969*** 0.805*** 0.709***

(0.047) (0.025) (0.019) (0.089) (0.054)

H0: βτL = 1 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.044

H0: βeL = 1 0.569 0.916 0.110 0.034 0.000

Observations 29,938 16,772 16,772 15,913 15,913

N (Stations) 451 412 412 411 411

Model OLS CDM CDM CDM CDM

Specification Level Level Level FD FD

Lags (Weeks) N/A 8 8 8 8

Station FE Yes Yes Yes No No

Month FE Yes No Yes No Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is the retail E85 price ($/gal). The CDM columns present

the cumulative dynamic multipliers for each variable after eight weeks. H0: βτL = 1 and H0:

βeL = 1 present p-values from a test of complete pass-through of the RIN subsidy and E85

wholesale costs after eight weeks, respectively. Standard errors are two-way clustered at the

station and year-by-month. *, **, *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.

3.2 Results: Subsidy and Wholesale Cost Pass-Through

Table 2 presents our long-run pass-through estimates. We present estimates from our OLS

model in column (1), and columns (2) to (5) present estimates of cumulative pass-through

after eight weeks from the CDM models. In all specifications, complete pass-through cor-

responds to a point estimate of one, and we include the p-values from the hypothesis test

that the long-run pass-through rates equal one in the second panel. While all models are

estimated in levels ($/gal), we interpret the estimates as pass-through rates or the percent of

the cost shock reflected in retail prices since complete pass-through corresponds to a long-run
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coefficient of one.

We reject the null hypotheses of both zero or complete subsidy pass-through in all spec-

ifications and generally find complete wholesale cost pass-through. The OLS model, which

includes station and month fixed effects, suggests that E85 wholesale costs are entirely passed

through to retail prices while just under half of the E85 subsidy is passed-through. In the

CDM models, subsidy pass-through estimates are sensitive to the inclusion of month fixed

effects. Point estimates are similar to the OLS model when we do not include them, ranging

from 50% and 60% (columns (2) and (4)). When we include them, the value increases to

just under 80% (columns (3) and (5)). As discussed in Knittel et al. (2017), fuel market

spreads exhibit strong seasonality, supporting their inclusion. Another important distinction

arises in our wholesale cost pass-through estimates in the levels versus first-differences CDM

models. In the former, we estimate full wholesale cost pass-through while in the latter we

can reject full pass-through. While we can partly resolve this by including more lags, the

finding arises in almost all variants of the first-differences model. Because wholesale costs

are estimated to be less than fully passed through and the models are estimated with less

precision, we are hesitant to rely too greatly on the first-differences results.

Figure 4 graphs pass-through over time using the specifications from columns (3) and

(5) of Table 2. Week 0 corresponds to the week in which a one-time, $1.00/gal increase in

the E85 wholesale price or $1.00/gal decrease in the E85 subsidy occurs. Each subsequent

point graphs the cumulative average retail price response up to eight weeks after the cost

shock. E85 prices do not respond immediately to either a change in the E85 subsidy or the

wholesale fuel costs. E85 prices begin to respond to RIN subsidy changes within one to two

weeks. However, the adjustment is gradual, and we do not observe RIN pass-through rates

greater than 50% until five to six weeks after the initial shock. In contrast, retail prices

respond relatively quickly to wholesale cost changes. Around one-third of the wholesale fuel

cost shock is passed through within a week, and half to three-quarters of the cost shock

is reflected in retail prices within three weeks. The delayed responses are consistent with

previous studies of retail and wholesale gasoline price dynamics. Borenstein et al. (1997)

find that oil price increases take three to four weeks to pass-through to retail fuel prices.
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Lewis and Noel (2011) and Lewis (2011) find that retail prices take between four and eight

weeks to adjust to wholesale gasoline cost shocks. We depart from this literature in that

we observe differential time profiles in our pass-through rates. Wholesale costs are passed

through more quickly than RINs. The discrepancy may be driven by RINs being generated

further upstream than wholesale prices.24

Figure 4: Pass-Through of Upstream Costs to Retail E85 Prices
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Notes: The figure graphs cumulative retail price pass-through after a $1.00/gal decrease in the E85 subsidy

(4a) and a $1.00/gal increase in E85 wholesale costs (4b). Estimates are presented for both the levels CDM

model with station and month fixed effects (blue diamonds) and the first-differences CDM model with month

fixed effects (red triangles). Cost shocks occur in week 0.

Our findings support the notion that price impacts from upstream energy and envi-

ronmental regulations affect consumer prices. However, both the lack of complete subsidy

24A previous version of this paper used bulk wholesale ethanol and gasoline prices to control for wholesale

costs (Lade and Bushnell, 2016). We found similar time profiles for the subsidy and wholesale cost pass-

through, consistent with the hypothesis that the differential pass-through rates are driven by differences in

the distance of upstream generation.
25Observing less than perfect pass-through is also consistent with a model of perfect competition with a

large supply relative to demand elasticity. Conventional wisdom is that fuel demand is inelastic. However,

Babcock and Pouliot (2017) find that E85 demand is inelastic above E10 price parity and highly elastic

below E10 price parity.
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pass-through and the delays in its pass-through suggest that firms may exercise market when

pricing E85 (Borenstein and Shepard, 2002).25 Retailer market power would have important

implications for both the efficiency and cost of the RFS. Our next section explores this hy-

pothesis further, estimating heterogeneity in pass-through rates using our measures of local

retail market structure.

3.3 Results: Pass-Through and Local Market Structure

Table 3 presents our market structure results for the levels and first-differences CDM models.

The comparable specifications from before are from columns (3) and (5) of Table 2. Columns

(1) and (2) compare pass-through at branded major versus unbranded stations. Average

subsidy pass-through at branded stations is, on average, 14% to 18% lower than at unbranded

stations, and the difference is statistically significant in the levels model. In contrast, major

independent retailers have around 14% higher subsidy pass-through.26 The findings suggest

that, contrary to suggestions by some market participants, large independent fuel retailers

have higher RIN pass-through than smaller retailers and branded major stations. Columns

(5)-(6) compare pass-through at stations with competitors within 10 miles versus those whose

nearest competitor offering E85 is more than 10 miles away. In both specifications, stations

whose nearest competitor is more than 10 miles away have between 10% and 20% lower

subsidy pass-through.27

Differences in wholesale cost pass-through are smaller and sensitive to model specification.

For example, in the levels model we find that branded stations have 7% higher wholesale

cost pass-through. However, the point estimate changes to -0.03% in the first differences

model. In all specifications, the differential subsidy pass-through estimate is larger than the

corresponding wholesale cost term. For example, in column (3) we find that major retailers

have 14% higher subsidy pass-through but 8% lower wholesale cost pass-through.

26Results are similar if we exclude branded major stations from the regressions in columns (3) and (4)

and compare pass-through rates at small versus large fuel retailers.
27The coefficient (s.e.) on the distance indicator when we use a 2, 5, and 15 mile radius is -0.028 (0.047),

-0.020 (0.045), and -0.107 (0.085) for the levels model and -0.125 (0.043), -0.094 (0.098), and -0.252 (0.077)

for the first-differences model.
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Table 3: Long-Run E85 Cost Pass-Through and Market Structure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

E85 Subsidy ($/gal): 0.827*** 0.822*** 0.693*** 0.688*** 0.807*** 0.819***

(0.062) (0.114) (0.075) (0.101) (0.063) (0.121)

× Branded Major -0.138** -0.182

(0.065) (0.130)

× Major Retailer 0.142** 0.139

(0.059) (0.141)

× > 10 mi. to Competitor -0.089 -0.193**

(0.056) (0.093)

E85 Wholesale ($/gal): 0.963*** 0.723*** 1.024*** 0.635*** 0.954*** 0.733***

(0.019) (0.065) (0.024) (0.067) (0.020) (0.053)

× Branded Major 0.071*** -0.030

(0.023) (0.081)

× Major Retailer -0.083*** 0.115*

(0.025) (0.064)

× > 10 mi. to Competitor 0.069*** -0.101**

(0.019) (0.040)

Observations 16,772 15,913 16,772 15,913 16,772 15,913

N (Stations) 412 411 412 411 412 411

Model CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM

Specification Level FD Level FD FD FD

Lags (Weeks) 8 8 8 8 8 8

Station FE Yes No Yes No Yes No

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is the retail E85 price ($/gal). “× Branded Major” is an indicator

variable for whether a station is affiliated with a large, vertically integrated oil company. “× Major

Retailer” is an indicator for whether the station is affiliated with a large, independent gasoline retail

company. “× > 10 mi. to Competitor” is an indicator for whether the closest competitor selling E85

is more than 10 miles away. Standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity and clustering at the

station and month-by-year level. *, **, *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.
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Figure 5: E85 Subsidy Pass-Through to Retail E85 Prices and Local Market Structure
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Notes: The figure graphs the cumulative retail price pass-through over eight weeks after a $1.00/gal decrease

in the E85 subsidy. Estimates are presented for the first-differences CDM model with month fixed effects.

Cost shocks occur in week 0.

Figure 5 graphs cumulative subsidy pass-through estimates for branded versus unbranded

stations and stations that are less than versus greater than ten miles from their nearest

competitor.28 Subsidy pass-through looks mostly similar across unbranded and branded

stations until seven weeks after the cost shock. At week seven, the two estimates diverge,

and branded stations have lower subsidy pass-through rates. A different story emerges when

we consider stations close versus far from their nearest competitor. Subsidy pass-through is

systematically lower at stations greater than ten miles from their nearest competitor in all

weeks, and the difference increases over time.

In addition to our panel data estimator, we estimate station-level pass-through rates for

a subset of our sample. Specifically, for each station we estimate the following regression:

Yi,t = αi +
L−1∑
j=0

βj∆Xt−j + βLXt−L + γs + εit ∀i. (5)

28Wholesale cost pass-through looks similar over time at branded versus unbranded stations, while pass-

through takes longer at stations farther from competitors. As before, we find that the E85 subsidy is passed

through more slowly than wholesale fuel costs.
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Estimating equation (5) for each station severely restricts our sample size. As a result, we

aggregate our month indicator variables to quarterly indicators, γs. We also limit our sample

to stations that we observe for at least 25 weeks and that report prices for at least eight

consecutive weeks. After this initial restriction, we also drop stations whose estimated pass-

through rates have unrealistically large standard errors or pass-through estimates. After

these exclusions, we are left with 173 station-specific pass-through estimates.

Given the focus of the paper, we present pass-through results for the E85 subsidy only.

Figure 6 graphs the station-level pass-through rates after eight weeks and corresponding

histograms for each state. We truncate the estimates at zero (negative or zero subsidy pass-

through) and one (full to overfull subsidy pass-through). In all three states, the pass-through

distribution is bi-modal. Most stations exhibit either little to negative pass-through or full

to overfull pass-through. Consistent with our market-power results, isolated stations tend to

have lower pass-through than stations with nearby competitors. However, there are notable

exceptions. For example, several stations in Chicago have pass-through rates less than 50%

while some stations in rural Iowa have pass-through rates exceeding 90%.

Figure 7 graphs the subsidy pass-through as a function of (i) the average distance between

stations; (ii) whether the station is branded; (iii) the population density for each station’s

zip code; and (iv) the median home value for each stations’ zip code.29 We overlay the

scatter plots with a line of best fit to illustrate the correlation between the pass-through

estimates and market characteristics. In all cases, the pass-through estimates are consistent

with a model where retailers with local market power exhibit lower subsidy pass-through.

Pass-through is greater when stations are closer to competitors or unbranded. Similar to

Stolper (2017), we find that subsidy pass-through is higher in more densely populated areas

and areas with higher median home values.

29Zip code population and home values are from the 2010 Census (Ruggles et al., 2015).
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Figure 6: Station-Level E85 Subsidy Pass-Through
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Notes: The figures graph station-level pass-through estimates after eight weeks for the E85 subsidy as well

as histograms of the station pass-through rates. Pass-through rates are truncated at zero and one.
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Figure 7: Station-Level E85 Subsidy Pass-Through and Local Market Structure
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Notes: The figure graphs correlations and best fit lines for station-level pass-through rates and measures of

local market structure.

3.4 Results: Evolution of Pass-Through over Time

RINs and E85 are relatively new additions to fuel markets. Unlike taxes, the RIN subsidy

for E85 is variable. Thus, we may expect pass-through rates to change over time as parties

learn to incorporate volatile RIN values into their marketing arrangements better. To test

for this, we re-estimate our levels and first differences CDM models splitting our samples

into early (2013-2014) and later (2015-2016) periods.

Table 4 presents the results. Consistent with the hypothesis above, we find that E85

subsidy pass-through is higher in all specifications for 2015-2016 compared to 2013-2014. In
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Table 4: Long-Run E85 Cost Pass-Through:

Evolution over Time

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

E85 Subsidy ($/gal) 0.480*** 0.821*** 0.723*** 1.033*** 0.562*** 0.658*** 0.730*** 1.187***

(0.135) (0.098) (0.109) (0.197) (0.143) (0.192) (0.140) (0.230)

E85 Wholesale ($/gal) 0.994*** 1.105*** 0.886*** 0.652*** 0.720*** 1.143*** 0.681*** 0.958 ***

(0.102) (0.041) (0.076) (0.079) (0.085) (0.092) (0.083) (0.153)

H0: βτL = 1 0.001 0.086 0.019 0.867 0.006 0.092 0.067 0.426

H0: βeL = 1 0.953 0.020 0.147 0.000 0.003 0.140 0.001 0.789

Observations 8,417 8,350 8,417 8,350 8,118 7,795 8,118 7,795

N (Stations) 162 393 162 393 162 393 162 393

Sample ’13-’14 ’15-’16 ’13-’14 ’15-’16 ’13-’14 ’15-’16 ’13-’14 ’15-’16

Model CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM

Specification Level Level Level Level FD FD FD FD

Lags (Weeks) 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Station FE Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Month FE No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is the retail E85 price ($/gal). The CDM columns present the cumulative dynamic

multipliers for each variable after eight weeks. H0: βτL = 1 and H0: βeL = 1 present p-values from a test of complete

pass-through of the RIN subsidy and E85 wholesale costs after eight weeks, respectively. Standard errors are two-way

clustered at the station and year-by-month. *, **, *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.

all levels and one first differences specification, we can reject the null hypothesis that pass-

through is zero and cannot reject the hypothesis that pass-through is complete. As with our

main results, wholesale cost pass-through is relatively stable, with full pass-through across

the specifications. However, in some CDM specifications, we find low wholesale and subsidy

pass-through.

3.5 Robustness and Discussion

Appendix B explores the sensitivity of our results. First, we separately estimate pass-through

for stations that report less than versus more than two years of price data. Similar to concerns

over which stations report prices to OPIS, stations that report prices more frequently may

be systematically different from those that report less. We find that stations with higher

reporting rates tend to have higher subsidy pass-through, suggesting that selection in our
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sample may bias our results upward. However, pass-through at stations that report less

frequently is still estimated to be between 40% and 65%, we can reject zero pass-through

in all specifications, and the market structure results are largely the same across the two

samples. A second concern is whether a rural-urban distinction drives our results. To test

this, we divide our sample into zip codes classified by the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) as metropolitan versus micropolitan, small town, and rural.30 Average pass-through

rates are higher in metropolitan areas in most specifications. However, the market structure

results are mostly the same across the two sub-samples – stations in smaller communities

and rural areas have higher subsidy pass-through rates when a competitor selling E85 is

nearby.31

Figure 8: Average E85 Margins
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Figure 8 provides a succinct summary of our findings. We graph the average E85 retail

tax rate in gray and the component average wholesale gasoline and ethanol costs in blue and

orange, respectively. The sum of the three areas is a lower bound estimate of the average cost

30USDA uses population density and commuting patterns from the 2010 Census to classify areas as

metropolitan, micropolitan, small town, and rural areas.
31We also explore two instrumental variables strategies and test for asymmetric retail price responses to

cost shocks in Appendix B.
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of purchasing E85 for retail sale in the three states.32 We overlay the cost estimate with the

average retail E85 price in black. A simple comparison of the retail price and cost estimate

would conclude that average retail E85 margins were -$0.23/gal since 2013. However, when

we adjust the retail prices by the full RIN subsidy, graphed in red, average retail margins

increase to $0.19/gal. If we assume 50% and 75% subsidy pass-through, the average margin

is -$0.02/gal and $0.08/gal, respectively. Thus, we can only rationalize historic E85 prices if

we allow for RIN pass-through of at least 50%. The figure also illustrates how margins have

changed over time. From 2013 to 2014, margins were volatile, with retailers experiencing

periods of high average margins and period of negative margins. However, average margins

have become much steadier and have averaged $0.18/gal since 2015.

3.6 Reconciling Differences with Existing Literature

The two most comparable studies to our own are Knittel et al. (2017) (KMS) and Li and

Stock (2017) (LS). KMS find full and immediate RIN pass-through to bulk wholesale prices,

but limited evidence of RIN pass-through to E85 retail prices. LS study RIN pass-through

at E85 stations in Minnesota, finding an average pass-through rate of 35%. In contrast, we

find higher average RIN subsidy pass-through. Given the importance of RIN pass-through

to policymakers, we attempt to resolve these somewhat discordant findings here.

KMS study RIN pass-through to retail E85 prices using a weekly average national E85

price reported by American Automobile Association (AAA). Their empirical strategy only

partially controls for contemporaneous wholesale fuel prices by specifying their dependent

variable as the spread between E85 and a national average E10 price series, also from AAA.

They find mixed evidence of long-run RIN pass-through to E85 prices, estimating rates

between -0.08 to 0.24 (Table 1, KMS). Their dynamic pass-through estimates range between

-0.05 and 0.213 using a VAR model, and 0.228 and 0.538 using a CDM model (Tables A2-1

and A5-1, KMS). In their preferred VAR and CDM specifications, they estimate pass-through

rates of -0.05 and 0.228 after six weeks, respectively (Figure 10, KMS).

32The cost does not include transportation costs or other retailing costs.
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We construct a similar weekly average E85 price series using all stations in our data and

collect from Bloomberg the same AAA E10 prices used in KMS to explore reasons for our

different findings. We consider four reasons (i) our sample; (ii) the extended period over

which we estimate our regressions; (iii) the lag specification; and (iv) the specification of the

dependent variable.

Table 5 reports our results. Columns (1) uses the same period and price spread as KMS.

The only difference is that the E85 price series is from stations in our sample and not AAA’s

E85 price.33 Our point estimate is 0.40, and we can reject neither zero nor complete pass-

through. While the estimate is almost twice as large as the preferred specification in KMS,

several CDM specifications from KMS produce similar point estimates. This suggests that

our sample of stations in the Midwest may drive some, though not all of the differences in

our findings. Column (2) extends the sample period. The point estimate increases to 0.50,

the lower range of our estimates. We can also reject separate hypotheses of complete pass-

through and no pass-through at a 10% confidence level. The increase in the point estimate

and decrease in standard error point to the longer period as partly explaining both our higher

pass-through estimate and our higher degree of statistical confidence. Column (3) extends

the lag structure from six to eight weeks. The point estimate stays nearly the same as in

column (2) and decreases our degree of statistical precision. Thus our extended lag structure

does not alone drive the differences in our conclusions. Last, columns (4) and (5) present

estimates from our preferred specification – a first-differences CDM model that controls for

contemporaneous and lagged E85 wholesale costs. The estimated subsidy pass-through is

52% when we include only six weekly lags, but increases to just under 70%, near our pre-

ferred estimate, when we include eight weekly lags. Thus, the empirical specification plays

an important role in explaining the difference with KMS. We argue that our specification

is preferred given the importance of lagged retail price adjustment to upstream cost shocks.

While the E85-E10 price spread controls to some extent for changes in contemporaneous

wholesale E85 costs, it does not take into account lagged retail price adjustment. If his-

33As in KMS, we adjust the RIN subsidy by the implicit E10 RIN tax in all specifications where we use

the E85-E10 price spread as our dependent variable. We also include seasonality controls (sines and cosines

evaluated at the first four seasonal frequencies) in all specifications.
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Table 5: Knittel et al. (2017) Comparison

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependent Variable E85-E10 E85-E10 E85-E10 E85 E85

E85 Subsidy ($/gal) 0.402 0.496* 0.484 0.520*** 0.685***

(0.351) (0.266) (0.311) (0.116) (0.135)

E85 Wholesale ($/gal) 0.693*** 0.716***

(0.080) (0.090)

H0: βτL = 1 0.092 0.060 0.099 0.000 0.021

H0: βeL = 1 0.000 0.002

Observations 107 173 171 175 173

Lags (Weeks) 6 6 8 6 8

Period KMS Full Full Full Full

Notes: The dependent variable is either the E85-E10 price spread or the first difference E85

price. The table presents cumulative pass-through estimates from a CDM model after the

specified number of weeks. The ‘KMS’ period is 1/1/2013-3/10/2015 and the ‘Full’ period is

1/1/2013-6/30/2016. H0: βτL = 1 and H0: βeL = 1 present p-values from a test of complete

RIN and wholesale cost pass-through, respectively. Standard errors are Newey-West with 6

weekly lags. All specifications include seasonality controls as in KMS. *, **, and *** denotes

significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.

torical E85 wholesale prices and RINs are correlated, the omission of lagged costs excludes

potentially important variables from the regression.

Last, we compare our results to those in Table 8 of LS. In their specifications, LS use

monthly E85 prices from January 2012 to March 2015 and control for wholesale E10 and

E85 costs. We collapse our data to monthly average station prices; however, we are unable

to control for wholesale E10 and E85 costs due to data limitations.34 We, therefore, focus

on differences in our findings with LS due to (i) geography; and (ii) CDM lag structure.

34LS use nearby wholesale terminal prices for E10 and E85, where we have only state-average pure ethanol

and sub-octane gasoline wholesale prices.
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Table 6: Li and Stock (2017) Comparison

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

E85 Subsidy ($/gal) 0.656*** 0.822*** 0.354*** 0.647*** 0.684*** 0.839***

(0.132) (0.168) (0.085) (0.173) (0.087) (0.103)

E85 Wholesale ($/gal) 0.742*** 0.775*** 0.695*** 0.666*** 0.828*** 0.716***

(0.137) (0.162) (0.115) (0.231) (0.093) (0.110)

H0: βτL = 1 0.013 0.298 0.000 0.049 0.001 0.126

H0: βeL = 1 0.067 0.171 0.011 0.156 0.071 0.014

Observations 2,255 1,417 838 2,019 4,358 3,869

N (Stations) 169 109 60 164 278 268

States MN MN MN MN IA/IL IA/IL

Sample All Metro Micro/Rural All All All

Model CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM CDM

Specification FD FD FD FD FD FD

Lags (Months) 1 1 1 2 1 2

Station FE No No No No No No

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is the retail E85 price ($/gal). The table presents cumulative estimated

pass-through rates after the specified number of months. H0: βτL = 1 and H0: βeL = 1 present p-values

from a test of complete RIN and wholesale cost pass-through, respectively. Standard errors are two-way

clustered at the station and year-by-month. *, **, *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.

Table 6 reports our results. Columns (1) to (3) present pass-through estimates using

monthly station prices when we restrict the sample to Minnesota stations and allow for one

month lag in the first differences CDM model. Similar to LS, we cannot reject the null

hypothesis of complete pass-through of wholesale E85 costs. However, our average subsidy

pass-through estimate is 66% compared to 35% in LS. LS report much higher pass-through

estimates for metropolitan (80%) versus non-metropolitan areas (30%). Similarly, we find

higher subsidy pass-through in metropolitan (82%) versus non-metropolitan (35%) areas.

Also consistent with LS, our estimated average subsidy pass-through does not increase when
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we include two monthly lags in column (4). When we estimate the same regressions using

only stations in Illinois and Iowa, the average subsidy pass-through estimate after one month

increases slightly to 68%. However, when we extend the lag order for Illinois and Iowa, the

subsidy pass-through estimate increases to 84%, and we cannot reject full pass-through.

Thus, the discrepancy between our results and those in LS appear to be best explained by

both the higher frequency of metropolitan stations in our Minnesota sample, and higher

subsidy pass-through between weeks six and eight for stations in Iowa and Illinois.

4 Conclusions

The U.S. Congress set aggressive biofuel blending mandates for the transportation sector in

2007. Because of technical limitations on ethanol blending, meeting these requirements will

require an increase in the consumption of fuels like E85. Given current limits in the number

of pumps and vehicles capable of using E85, increasing demand for the fuel will almost

certainly require a persistent, high RIN value and a simultaneous reduction in the relative

cost of E85 to E10 (Babcock and Pouliot, 2013, 2017). However, policy-makers and industry

have raised concerns that the full value of the RIN subsidy is not reflected in retail prices,

threatening the price mechanism through which the RFS can expand ethanol consumption.

Using detailed, station-level data, we find that retail E85 prices do in fact reflect a significant

portion of the upstream subsidy for the fuel. While we can reject that the subsidy was fully

passed-through over our entire observation period, we find that subsidy pass-through is, on

average, complete since 2015. However, we also find important deviations from competitive

pricing in many markets – subsidy pass-through is lower at stations that have characteristics

indicative of market power in every period and sub-sample of stations that we consider.

Our findings have several policy implications. First, the results confirm that retail fuel

prices reflect upstream regulatory costs and subsidies. Second, our results highlight a poten-

tial strategic policy role in increasing demand for new fuels. State and federal governments

often offer generous tax credits and grants for alternative fueling infrastructure. For example,

in 2015 the U.S. Department of Agriculture dedicated around $130 million to expand retail
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ethanol blend pumps through its Biofuel Infrastructure Partnership program. Our findings

suggest that targeting these programs to increase retail market competitiveness may increase

pass-through of upstream fuel subsidies, and therefore increase demand for renewable fuels.

Our results are subject to several caveats. We chose the Midwest as our study region

because of the relatively high penetration of E85 stations in those states and the high station

coverage by OPIS. Both our comparison with other papers and recent work studying RIN

pass-through to wholesale prices by Pouliot et al. (2017) highlight potentially important

regional heterogeneity. Also, our finding that pass-through has increased substantively even

over our relatively short sample suggests that many results in this literature may be sensitive

to study period. As such, future work on RIN and other cost pass-through in different

markets and years are important to better understand drivers of heterogeneity of cost pass-

through under current and future environmental regulations.
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